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Outline

• **Objectives** of a CoP to promote sustainable development and high ambition in carbon markets

• **Ideas** to promote sustainable development and enable ambition raising through the SJP

• **Options** for the SDI to support a CoP, possibly starting from the SJP, strategically positioned in relation to other coalitions, partnerships and initiatives

• **Questions/poll** to get participant feedback on the ideas and options
Objectives of a CoP to promote SD & high ambition

• to support development of the carbon market *outside* official UNFCCC negotiations through development and use of SD tools and approaches, sharing of piloting experiences and good practice examples

• to create a learning partnership, a 'club' of willing Parties and stakeholders, to promote SD and enable climate action and NDC ambition raising

• to explore interest, modalities and feasibility to form a CoP, starting from the San José Principles
Issues and ideas to promote SD and high ambition in carbon markets

1. Governance, national/international levels
2. Safeguards
3. Impact assessment
4. SD criteria, SDG framework
5. Stakeholder consultation
6. Reporting, transparency


Ideas to promote SD through the SJP
- highlighted in blue text

San Jose Principles for High Ambition and Integrity in International Carbon Markets

At the Pre-COP, a large number of participants shared their expectations on what is needed to deliver a robust and ambitious outcome for Article 6. They were of the view that the implementation of the Paris Agreement must be firmly grounded in what the best available science tells us is necessary to deliver on the long-term temperature goal of the Agreement: the highest possible ambition in mitigation and adaptation in context of a just transition towards the 2030 Agenda global goals for sustainable development.

As the end of the second commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol approaches, there is an urgent need for clarity with regard to the future international framework for use of market-based approaches towards international climate and sustainable development goals.

Source: The full, original SJP 2019 are available here and the October 2020 SJP Coalition high-level statements are available here
Ideas to promote SD through the SJP (cntd.)

**Principles:** - that also promote SD

- Applies allocation methodologies, baseline methodologies and sustainable development tools and approaches that support domestic NDC and SDG achievement and contribute to achievement of the Paris Agreement’s long-term temperature goal **aligned with the 2030 Agenda incl. respect for human rights.** Uses CO2-equivalence in reporting and accounting for emissions and removals, fully applying the principles of transparency, accuracy, consistency, comparability and completeness.

- Ensures incentives to progression and supports all Parties in moving toward economy-wide emission targets **for a just transition to sustainability.**
Options for the SDI to support a CoP

Objective of the SDI: “A Party driven dialogue with the aim to help overcome knowledge and political barriers for Parties to promote sustainable development through voluntary cooperation under Article 6”

SDI website available [here](#)
Mapping of strategic initiatives and partners

- CPLC
- IETA
- ICAP
- Z-CMA

UN negotiations for an A6 ‘rulebook’

- SDI
- CMM-WG
- UNEP DTU A6 Pipeline
- CMR
- GS

SJP and Coalition
‘Race to zero’

CoP
- how to form & position?
Enjoy the poll:

Go to www.menti.com and enter the code 4597134
(if possible, use a second device, e.g. your smartphone)
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More information about the SDI available: here